
PRODUCTINFORMATION

Colours:

The durable Winter Tech Shell RE2050 is a sporty, modern and above all warm winter jacket. This Tech Shell is enriched with Primaloft® insulation. PrimaLoft® has all the essentials for 
thermally efficient insulation and adds the benefits of softness and packability. This winter tech shell is made from 94% recycled polyester and 6% elastane. The reflective piping elements 
give the work jacket a sporty and modern look and make the professional extra visible. The Winter Tech Shell features a printer zipper at the bottom of the back. The shoulders and hem 
have a reinforced contrast cloth. The jacket has a second zip in the neck for an adjustable neck opening, for when the professional wants to wear a scarf or turtleneck. The hood is 
detachable and has concealed cord stoppers. High-quality materials have been used, such as a YKK zipper and a tricot cuff with thumb opening. Under the arm pits are hidden ventilation 
zippers for extra comfort and for increased breathability. The jacket has taped seams and is windproof and extremely water resistant. Due to the cord at the bottom, the jacket can be 
adjusted as desired. The Winter Tech Shell is EN 343 class 4/1 certified. EN 343 is the standard that defines requirements, specifications and test methods for protective clothing against rain 
and bad weather, such as fog and snow. In addition, this work jacket has the EN 14058 standard for working in a cool environment.

Articlenumber: 402708

Sizes: XS | S | M | L | XL | XXL | 3XL | 4XL | 5XL

Sex: Unisex

Quality: 94% Recycled Polyester / 6% Elastane

Fit: Regular

Weight: 190 g/m²

CBS Number: 6201139090

MVO: Oeko-Tex®

Construction: Plain Weave

Care labels:

Specifications:
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